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Rolf seems like such a familiar brand to me, but for mountain 
bikers that haven’t been riding for a decade and a half, the 
brand won’t be as familiar. Riders with some years in their legs 

will remember Rolf from the years Trek licensed the Rolf name and 
signature paired spoke technology for both road and mountain 
bike wheels. I’ll admit being shocked that it was all the way back in 
2001 when Trek and Rolf went separate ways. 

Rolf has been through some ups and downs since then, but Rolf 
Prima has been rolling out new models and moving to larger and 
larger manufacturing spaces in Oregon for over a decade. Road has 
been the main focus, but more mountain bike wheels have been 
released in recent years.

Now with plus-size tires demanding plus-size rims, Rolf is near 
the tip of the spear with the Alsea Plus wheels. Built around White 
Industry-manufactured hubs and a carbon fiber rim, the Alsea’s 40 
mm internal width hits the mark for tires between 2.8 and 3.0. 

Rolf’s paired spokes are said to be able to reduce spoke count 
by balancing side-to-side pulling forces, all without compromis-
ing strength or stiffness and using a lighter-weight rim. And these 
things are light, 760 grams with a front 15x110 hub and 870 grams 
with a 148 rear hub, including rim tape and valves. The hubs are 
high-flange with center lock disc mounts and a titanium cassette 
body with 48 teeth/7.5 degrees of engagement in either SRAM or 
Shimano styles.

The rims are made in the Far East and have a profile that looks 
much like a Sun Duroc or Easton Arc Plus, which isn’t a bad thing. 
Sapim makes the double-butted spokes, and the wheels are built 
in Eugene, Oregon. The hookless bead and rim profile allowed for 
easy tubeless setup, although the skinny rim tape started to peel 
and leak air after mounting a few tight-fitting tires. That small issue, 
which was solved by installing wider tape, was the sum total of my 
complaints about these wheels.

The key to a good wheel is being stiff enough, but not so stiff 
as to feel harsh. The Alsea Plus wheels balance this well, although 
I’m sure running 27plus tires helps with the lack of harshness. The 
hubs aren’t too loud, and 7.5 degrees of engagement seems to be 
a great number that matches up well with modern cassette ranges. 

I smashed these around for a number of months, subjecting 
them to some pretty terrible mud and road salt, and they are still 
spinning smoothly. I was relieved not to have a super-loud hub that 
still provided quick engagement, something that isn’t as common 
as it should be. As an upgrade, I noticed the weight saving of these 
wheels much more than I’ve noticed the change switching from 
aluminum to carbon wheels on 29ers. 

There aren’t a lot of prebuilt-carbon wheels to compare these 
to, but they do seem to save about 150 grams over similarly priced 
and spec’ed carbon wheelsets. The $2,399 price tag is actually 
cheaper than most comparable pre-built wheels from major brands. 
The paired spokes create a distinctive look, and Rolf offers custom 
colors for the decals ($80), hubs ($180) and rims ($300) for riders 
searching for an even more custom appearance. rolfprima.com
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